
 
VINYL LINK LOGO MATS (CW-16, 0W-18) 

 

 Musson Vinyl Link Mats retain their vibrant colors, are reversible, give 
years of service. Available in solid colors, standard field designs or 
special designs. Letters or numerals can be woven in CW-16. 
Furnished with matching or contrasting color nosing attached on all 
sides, 1-1/2″ stub for recess use (or 2″ beveled for surface use.) 
 

 Wires should run the short dimension of mat; same cleaning action 
whether traffic moves parallel or perpendicular to wires. Rust 
resistant spring steel wire is standard; (brass wire at extra cost). 
Maximum size 8' x 16', (maximum wire length 8'). Large areas should 
be made in sections of 48 square feet or less. 
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Close weave No. CW-16 

Close-Weave Link Mats have very tiny openings, approximately 1/16″ X 1/2″. Only dirt 
and water will fall through; will not catch or trip the smallest heel. Links are 2″ long x 
7/16″ thick x 1/2″ wide. Individual links have extra weight at stress points and extra 
strong ribs for cleaning action. 

Open weave No. OW-18 

Open-Weave Link Mats have openings between links large enough to prevent 
hazardous wedging of spike heels, approximately 1/2″ x 1″. Links are 2″ long x 7/16″ 
thick x 1/2″ wide. Links have extra weight at stress points and extra strong ribs for 
cleaning action. Ideal for school, factory and heavy traffic use. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Furnish and install Musson Vinyl Close-Weave Link Mats, or Open-Weave Link Mats, or 
Square-Weave Link Mats, woven on rust-resistant galvanized wire with reinforced 
nosing on all edges, 1-1/2″ wide for recess use, (or 2″ beveled for surface use). All 
corners vulcanized. Links to be 2″ long x 7/16″ thick. 

Drawings indicate direction of traffic, standard or special field design, borders, etc. 
Select from standard solid colors of Black, Brown, Red, Green, Gray, Dk. Blue, Lt. Blue, 
Sand, Terra-Cotta, Maroon, Yellow or White. Maximum size 8′ x 16′ in one section; 
standard maximum wire length 8′, special order up to 12′ long. 

 

AVAILABLE COLORS 

Standard Solid Colors 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

BLACK                       BROWN               DK. BLUE               GRAY               GREEN                 RED 

TERRA-COTTA        YELLOW                SAND                 LT. BLUE               MAROON          WHITE 


